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Summary
Neural tissues controlling circadian rhythmicity have
been Identified in a variety of organisms and are often
closely associated with the visual system. In Drosophila, the clock gene period (per), which is required for
circadian rhythms, is expressed in many neurons and
gila throughout the eye and brain. We asked whether
biological rhythms could be generated if per expression were restricted to a subset of these cells that is
involved in photoreception. Here we demonstrate that
expression of per under the control of the glass promoter confers both behavioral and molecular rhythmicity, glass is required for development of Droeophila photoreceptors, and this promoter is active in eyes,
ocelli, and certain cells of the central brain. When we
genetically removed all external photoreceptor cells,
rhythms persisted in these transgenic animals. This
suggests that a few central brain cells producing glass
and per are capable of generating biological rhythms.
Introduction
A biological clock present in most eukaryotes imposes
daily rhythms on multiple biochemical processes and behaviors (reviewed in Takahashi and Zatz, 1982; Edmunds,
1988; Dunlap, 1993; Hall and Rosbash, 1993; Young,
1993). Although these rhythms can be entrained to environmental cycles, primarily cycles of light and dark, they
persist in the absence of external cues. The cellular and
molecular bases of such light-sensitive biological clocks
are being explored in certain model organisms. Mutations
have identified clock genes in Neurospora (Feldman and
Hoyle, 1973; Dunlap et al., 1993), Drosophila (Konopka
and Benzer, 1971; Jackson, 1993; Sehgal et al., 1994),
hamster (Ralph and Menaker, 1988), and mouse (Vitaterna et al., 1994). These mutations speed up, slow down,
or eliminate rhythms. Molecular analyses of the period
(per) gene of Drosophila and the frequency (frq) gene of
Neurospora point to possible roles in transcriptional regulation. Both genes are transcribed with a circadian rhythm,
and the rhythms are altered by per and frq mutations, respectively (Hardin et al., 1992, 1993; Huang et al., 1993;
Aronson et al., 1994; Page, 1994). In Drosophila, transcriptional rhythms are further regulated by the recently discov-
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ered clock gene timeless (tim; Sehgal et al., 1994). A null
mutation of tim abolishes circadian cycling of per transcription, behavioral rhythmicity, and nuclear localization of
certain PER reporter proteins (Sehgal et al., 1994; Vosshall et al., 1994; M. Myers and M. Y., unpublished data).
The mutation also leads to reduced levels of PER that do
not cycle (J. Price, M. Dembinska, M. Y., and M. Rosbash,
submitted). How the action of any such clock genes might
transduce environmental signals into whole animal rhythms
is only beginning to be explored.
The nervous systems of several species contain discrete
pacemaker tissues. These tissues receive input from the
visual system or are themselves directly light sensitive,
and they possess intrinsic oscillatory function. In many
instances, removing these tissues renders the animal arrhythmic, and transplanting them into an arrhythmic host
restores rhythmicity. In rodents (Moore and Eichler, 1972;
Rusak, 1977) and birds (Klein, 1978; Takahashi and Menaker, 1979), pacemaker tissues are found in the suprachiasmatic nucleus and pineal gland, respectively. In the mollusks Bulla and Aplysia, the retina has pacemaker activity
(Lickey et al., 1976; Eskin, 1979; Roberts and Block, 1983),
and for Bulla this activity is expressed by single cells in
culture (Michel et al., 1993). Xenopus also produces a
retinal pacemaker (Cahill and Besharse, 1993). In the beetle and cockroach, circadian tissues have been described
in the eyes and optic lobes (Fleissner, 1982; Page, 1982).
In contrast, the central brain probably contains pacemaker
tissues in the housefly, as behavioral rhythms persist in
the absence of the eyes and optic ganglia (Truman, 1976;
Helfrich et al., 1985).
Although the first molecular cloning of a clock gene occurred in Drosophila (Bargiello and Young, 1984; Reddy
et al., 1984), only a few studies have implicated defined
regions of the brain in pacemaker function. Transplantation studies suggested that a circadian pacemaker is located in the head (Handler and Konopka, 1979). Later
studies ruled out an essential pacemaker contribution for
the eyes, ocelli, and optic lobes, because mutants that
lacked these tissues had normal circadian rhythms (Engelmann and Honegger, 1966; Helfrich and Engelmann,
1983; Helfrich, 1986; Dushay et al., 1989; Wheeler et al.,
1993). Since all of these mutants continued to entrain to
light-dark cycles, the data indicated that pacemaker cells
must be found in the brain, and that extraocular photoreceptors can modulate the activity of pacemaker tissues.
Since per is essential for normal rhythms, further clues
about the location of Drosophila pacemaker tissues should
come from an examination of patterns of per RNA and
protein synthesis, through manipulation of per expression
in the head. For example, PER protein is widely distributed
in the adult head, throughout the eye, optic lobe, and brain,
in both neurons and gila (Liu et al., 1988, 1992; Saez and
Young, 1988; Siwicki et al., 1988; Zerr et al., 1990; Ewer
et al., 1992). A subset of these cells has been further implicated in circadian rhythmicity by investigation of the mutation disconnected (disco). disco mutants show behavioral
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arrhythmia and disrupt connections between the eye and
brain. The mutants also appear to delete certain PERexpressing neurons found in the central brain bordering
the optic lobes. These cells are often referred to as lateral
brain neurons (LNs; Dushay et al., 1989; Zerr et al., 1990;
Helfrich-Forster and Homberg, 1993; Helfrich-Forster,
1995). The behavioral arrhythmia is probably not due to
the disruption in eye-brain connectivity, since rare flies
with patently normal optic lobes on one or both sides of
the brain are still arrhythmic. The missing LNs in disco
mutants include neurosecretory cells that express both
pigment-dispersing hormone (PDH) and PER (HelfrichForster, 1995). Evidence linking PDH-expressing neurons
to regulation of circadian rhythms has now been obtained
in several insects (reviewed in Helfrich-Forster and Homberg, 1993; Stengl and Homberg, 1994). Although disco
flies are behaviorally arrhythmic, molecular rhythms of per
transcription persist in the mutants owing to the retention
of many per-expressing cells in other regions of the brain
and in the eyes. Thus, the affected brain neurons may
contribute to circadian rhythmicity but cannot be the only
cells with pacemaker activity.
More evidence bearing on the identity of pacemaker
cells has come from analysis of flies genetically mosaic for
per in the head (Ewer et al., 1992) and from investigation of
a promoterless per transgene (Frisch et al., 1994). These
studies have indicated a role for certain central brain neurons and glia in pacemaker activity.
The glass gene encodes a transcription factor essential
for the development of all known photoreceptor cells in
Drosophila (Moses et al., 1989; Moses and Rubin, 1991;
Ellis et al., 1993). Since circadian pacemakers have been
mapped to cells with photoreceptor function in a variety
of organisms (Deguchi, 1979; Eskin, 1979; Robertson and
Takahashi, 1988; Zatz et al., 1988; Cahill and Besharse,
1993), we sought to limit patterns of per expression by
replacing the per promoter with the photoreceptor-active
promoter glass. In this paper we show that circadian molecular and behavioral rhythms can be generated by such
transgenes. The results indicate that cells with photoreceptor properties might be directly involved in the generation of circadian rhythms in Drosophila.
We further show that expression of PER protein in the
eyes and ocelli, as directed by the glass.promoted
transgene, is dispensable for generation of these circadian
rhythms, since mutations that delete all visual system
structures fail to diminish behavioral rhythmicity. Thus,
cells in the brain must be responsible for the observed
behavioral rhythms, glass-expressing brain cells are identified. Some of these appear to correspond to a small subset of the previously implicated LNs. However, most glassexpressing cells appear to belong to a novel cell group
occupying a ventrolateral location in the central brain.

Results
Genetically Ablating Eye, Optic Lobe, and Brain
Structures Does Not Eliminate
Circadian Rhythms
We screened existing mutations that disrupt the visual

system and the brain for circadian phenotypes. Flies were
raised under standard conditions for several generations
until tested and entrained for at least 5 days to a 12 hr
light-12 hr dark cycle (LD 12:12). Their locomotor behavior
was assayed after transfer to constant darkness. The mutants tested can be divided into three broad phenotypic
categories (Table 1): roughened eye mutants, visual signal
transduction mutants, and eye-brain morphology mutants. All of these mutations displayed locomotor activity
rhythms with circadian periods despite varied and dramatic effects on the structure and/or function of cells in
the adult head. It should be noted that for some of the
mutants, although sample sizes were small, low penstrance of rhythmicity was observed (e.g., Drop-Miopthalmia
[Dru~] and certain lozenge [Iz] alleles). We also point out
that for some strains the average period lengths of the
locomotor activity rhythms were rather short (e.g., ocelliless [oc] and DrU~). We have not yet determined whether
these effects are in fact genetically linked to the indicated
eye-optic lobe-brain mutations. Most of the mutations
were tested with homozygotes; however, some of the mutations are homozygous lethal (described in Lindsley and
Zimm, 1992). For the latter, except as described Table 1,
effects on visual system organization are dominant, and
viable heterozygotes were tested for behavioral rhythms.

Expressing per under the Control of the glass
Promoter Rescues Behavioral Rhythms
We used the glass promoter to direct per expression because this promoter is active in a subset of per-expressing
cells throughout development, glass is expressed in the
larval photoreceptor, in the developing eye disc, and in a
few cell bodies of the larva central brain (Moses et al.,
1989; Moses and Rubin, 1991; Ellis et al., 1993). In the
adult, glass is expressed in the R1-R8 photoreceptors of
the eye and is active in the ocelli (Moses et al., 1989;
Moses and Rubin, 1991; Ellis et al., 1993). Expression in
the adult brain was not examined in these earlier studies.
A 5.1 kb DNA fragment containing the glass promoter
(see Experimental Procedures) was cloned upstream of
a per genomic DNA fragment to form a transgene designated glass-PERc. This per DNA lacks the per promoter
and sequences corresponding to most of intervening sequence 1 (Baylies et al., 1993), but is sufficient to encode
a wild-type PER protein (see Experimental Procedures).
Seven independent autosomal transformants were obtained in a pep background for behavioral testing (see
Experimental Procedures). Behavioral tests were performed with flies heterozygous for each transgene and are
summarized in Table 2. All seven lines produced rhythmic
flies, with penetrance ranging from 25% to 69%. The
rhythms produced by the flies showed strain-specific periods ranging from 27.7 to 34.4 hr. Transgenic lines expressing per under the control of its own promoter (designated
PER+) also showed incomplete penetrance and some variation in period length (Table 2). As described previously,
such effects on penetrance and period length are likely to
reflect chromosomal position effects (Baylies et al., 1987,
1992). The results obtained in this study with glasspromoted per expression also can be compared with re-
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Table 1. Existing Mutations That Disrupt Eye, Optic Lobe, and Brain Morphology and Function Continue to Produce Circadian Locomotor
Activity Rhythms
Mutant Name
Roughened eye mutants
almondex (amx)
chaoptic (chp)
chp I
chp ~
chp 5
chp ~
chp8
Irregular facets (If)
pebbled (lOeb)
rough (ro)
reughex (rux)
scabrous (sca)
sevenless (sev)
Visual transduction mutants
ninaA ~28
ninaE ~le
Eye and brain mutants
drop dead (drd)
Drop-Miopthalmia (DrM~°)
Ellipse (E/p)
eyeless (ey)
ey T
ey2
ey4
eyes absent (eya)
eya'
eya~
glass (gl)
gl'
gF
gP
gpOj
Glued (G/)
lozenge (Iz)
Iz~
Iz2
Iz"~
Iz36
Iz-'~
Izg
/zv4
Microcephalus (Mc)
mushroom body defect (mud)
no ocelli, narrow eyes (none)
oce/liless (oc)
reduced oce//i (rdo)

Mean Period Length
± SD (hr)
23.9 ± 0.9
23.6
23.8
24.2
23.7
23.8
24.1
23.7
23.8
23.7
23.5
23.3

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

Penetrance (0/0 of
Rhythmic Flies)
4/5 (80%)

0.5
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.7
0.2
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.6

4.4 (100%)
314 (75o/o)
313 (100O/o)
516 (83o/o)
2/2 (100%)
10/11 (91%)
314 (75%)
8/10 (80o/0)
616 (100O/o)
3/3 (100O/o)
3/3 (100%)

23.7 ± 0.8
23.9 ± 0.5

616 (100O/o)
10/12 (830/o)

23.9 ± 0.6
22.5 ± 0.5
23.6 ± 0.5

19122 (86o/o)
5110 (50%)
414 (100%)

23.3 ± 1.5
22.8 ± 1.2
23.9 ± 0.7

314 (750/o)
12/14 (86%)
516 (83%)

24.1 ± 0.6
23.5 ± 0.7

414 (100%)
718 (880/o)

24.3
24,0
23.7
23.9
23.4

±
±
±
±
±

0.3
0.7
0.8
0.6
1.2

6/8 (75%)
919 (100%)
7/8 (88%)
26•32 (81O/o)
7/8 (88°/0)

24.1
22.9
23.8
23.0
23.2
24.7
23.7
23.7
23.9
23.8
22.7
23.7

±
±
±
-±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

1.3
1.7
0.4
1.0
1.3
1.7
0.3
0.9
0.6
0.4
0.8
1.2

416 (66°/0)
315 (60%)
2/2 (100%)
315 (600/0)
5/5 (100%)
3/3 (100°/o)
3/6 (500/o)
11/15 (73%)
11/14 (790/o)
515 (100O/o)
718 (88°/o)
9/13 (69O/o)

Flies were entrained to LD12:12, and their locomotor activity was measured as described (Sehgal et al., 1994) in constant darkness, amx, chp,
If, peb, and rux result in a roughened surface of the eye. Analysis of sev, sca, and ro mutants has shown that they lack a subset of photoreceptor
cells (Harris et al., 1976; Tomlinson and Ready, 1987; Tomlinson et al., 1988; Ready, 1989). Most of these roughened eye mutants have a range
of effects on the optic lobe axon array and the morphology of optic lobe structures (Johannsen, 1924; Meyerowitz and Kankel, 1978; Garen and
Kankel, 1983). The two nina genes are involved in visual signal transduction, ninaE is the structural gene for the Rhl opsin in photoreceptor cells
R1-R6 (O'Tousa et al., 1985; Zuker et al., 1985). A Drosophila homolog of prolyl cis-trans isomerase specifically required for the processing of
ninaE is encoded by the ninaA gene (Shieh et al., 1989; Colley et al., 1991). Both eya (Bonini et al., 1993) and ey (Quiring et al., 1994) suppress
eye development and have a morphological phenotype similar to that of sine oculis (Fischbach and Technau, 1984). The number of ommatidia
in the compound eye is reduced in EIp, GI, and Iz, resulting in an oval- or crescent-shaped eye (Lindsley and Zimm, 1992). glass mutants lack
photoreceptor cells in the retina and ocelli and have small and disorganized optic lobes (Johannsen, 1924; Meyerowitz and Kankel, 1978; Garen
and Kankel, 1983; Moses et al., 1989). A preliminary study (Sehgal et al., 1991) suggested that the gF mutation might cause behavioral arrhythmicity.
However, subsequent tests have shown that this behavioral phenotype does not map to the glass locus (L. B. V., unpublished data). Earlier studies
of a second null allele (g/~) also failed to indicate an effect of glass mutation on circadian rhythms (Sehgal et al., 1991). mud affects the mushroom
bodies in the central brain, and none and rdo modify the ocelli (Lindsley and Zimm, 1992). Mc and Dru~ affect the size of the eye and the brain
(Lindsley and Zimm, 1992). drd results in progressive brain degeneration, leading to death within a week of eclosion (Hotta and Benzer, 1972;
Lindsley and Zimm, 1992). Homozygous drd males were entrained as pupae and placed into the locomotor assay on the first day of adult life.
Thus, they were found to have circadian rhythms with a wild-type period throughout their abbreviated life span.
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Table 2. BehavioralAnalysis of Transgenic Flies Carrying PER* and glass-PERcTransgenes
Genotype (listed by line number)

Mean Period Length
_+ SD (hr)

Penetrance
(0/0of rhythmic flies)

per; PER+

2
3

4

26.4 -+ 1.2
26.7 ± 1.3
25.6 _+ 0.8

45159 (76%)
55/60 (92%)
39•50 (78%)

per°;glass-PERc
1

2
3
4
6
8
9

27.7
33.3
31.4
33.5
34.3
32.3
34.4

± 1.2
_+ 3.4
+ 4.1
-+ 3.4
-+ 3.2
± 3.6
_+ 2.6

123/177 (690/o)
33•68 (49%)
16144 (36%)
42/97 (43%)
25/81 (31%)
16163 (25%)
12/26 (46%)

Animals heterozygousfor each trensgenewere entrained and tested as describedin Table 1. Three independentper°; PER* lines carried the per
gene under the control of the per promoter (see Baylies et al., 1992). Seven independent lines carried the glass-PERctransgene in a per°
background.

suits derived from expression of a related transgene in
which per genomic DNA was expressed in the absence
of any promoter (Frisch et al., 1994). In the latter study,
only two of ten tranformed strains produced rhythmic flies.
This indicates that inclusion of the glass promoter has a
significant effect on the pattern or strength of per expression (or both), and this promoter activity is conducive to
expression of behavioral rhythmicity with high penetrance.
Figure 1 shows a plot of locomotor activity and a periodogram analysis for a representative fly from one of the transformed lines, glass-PERcl, glass-PERcl flies produced
rhythms 1-2 hr longer than PER* control transformants
(Table 2; also see Baylies et al., 1992).

Expressing per under the Control of the glass
Promoter Rescues Molecular Rhythms
in the Adult Eye
In wild-type flies, the presence of PER protein in nuclei is
under circadian control (Siwicki et al., 1988; Zerr et al.,
1990; Vosshall et al., 1994): high levels of nuclear PER are
found late at night and early in the day. Little or no PER
is detectable near dusk. We asked whether PER produced
from the glass promoter also exhibited time-dependent
nuclear staining. Flies from p e p stocks, peP; glass-PERcl
transformants, and control peP; PER + transformants were
entrained to LD12:12 for at least 5 days and collected at
two time points, 12 hr apart (ZT2 and z-r14; ZT [Zeitgeber
Time] is a convention for designating time in reference to
an imposed light cycle, with ZT0 corresponding to lights
on and z-r12 corresponding to lights off). Frozen sections
were prepared and stained with an anti-PER antibody
(Saez and Young, 1988; Vosshall et al., 1994). Representative sections are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2A shows
that, as for pe r+ flies, in peP; PER + transformants PER
immunoreactivity is evident in photoreceptor nuclei R1R8 at ZT2 but not at ZT14. Similarly, peP; glass-PERcl
sections show accumulation of nuclear PER at ZT2 only
(Figure 2B). PER immunoreactivity was examined in a
third line of transformants, glass-PERc2, and was also
found to be present at ZT2, but not at ZT14 (data not

shown). Figure 2C shows that no immunoreactivity is observed at either time point in sections from p e p flies.

Expression of glass RNA Is Not under
Circadian Control
In adult heads, per mRNA displays a circadian rhythm of
expression, with peak levels occurring about 2 hr after
lights off and lower levels found near lights on (Hardin
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Figure 1. LocomotorActivity Profile in a gless-PERcl Fly
(A) Locomotoractivity of a representativeglass-PERcl fly recorded
for 8 days in constantdarkness.Horizontallines representsuccessive
24 hr days. Vertical deflections from the time line indicate activity.
Time of day is shown at the top of the record in Zeitgebertime (ZT0,
lights on; ZT12, lights off during prior entrainment).
(B) Periodogramanalysis of the locomotor behavior of the fly represented in (A). Records were analyzed for evidence of periodicity in
the 15-40 hr range. The sloping line represents the lower limit of
statistical significance(p < .05).
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Figure 2. Molecular Rhythm of PER Protein in PER* and glass-PERcl Transformants
Sections (14 p.m)from adult head were prepared at ZT2 (left) and ZT14 (right) and incubated with anti-PER antibody. Immunoreactivityof photoreceptor nuclei in per°; PER* (A) and per°; glass-PERcl (B) transformants is visible at the ZT2 time point. No nuclear staining is visible in these two
genotypes at ZT14 (right). Control pet~ sections (C) are unstained at both time points. The nuclear layer of photoreceptor cells R1-R6 and R7 is
marked in each section (closed arrows).
et al., 1990; Sehgal et al., 1994). We asked whether the
e n d o g e n o u s glass g e n e produces an oscillating mRNA.
Wild-type (Canton-S) flies were raised in LD 12:12 and collected at four 6 hr intervals, two during the light portion

of the cycle (ZT2 and ZT8) and two during the dark (ZT14
and ZT20). RNA was prepared from mass-isolated head
tissue, and levels of glass and e n d o g e n o u s per RNA were
assayed by RNase protection. In Figure 3A, protected frag-
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ments corresponding to glass exons 1 and 2 show constitutive expression at all four time points tested, relative to a
control tubulin probe. In contrast, in the same animals, a
probe that protects portions of per exons 1 and 2 shows
robust per RNA oscillation (Figure 3B). Protected bands
were quantitated by densitometry using a phosphorimager. Levels of glass and per RNA normalized to tubulin
are shown in Figure 3C.

The glass Promoter Directs Expression of PER in
the Adult Eye and Ocelli and in a Few Central
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Brain Cells
We next mapped sites of expression of per and glass in
the adult head. Since the appearance of PER protein in
nuclei is under circadian control and since cytoplasmic
PER is difficult to detect (Vosshall, 1993), we used PERI~-galactosidase (l~-gal) fusion proteins to mark all cells in
the adult head in which the per and glass promoters are
active. PER-13-gal fusion proteins have the advantage of
being readily detectable in both the nucleus and cytoplasm
(Smith and O'Kane, 1991; Vosshall, 1993), and the fusion
proteins may be more stable than endogenous PER proteins at both intracellular locations (Vosshall et al., 1994).
The PER1-951~-gal construct contained the per prometer driving expression of the first 95 amino acids of PER
fused in frame to I~-gal. PER1-951~-gal localizes to nuclei
because it contains N-terminal PER nuclear localization
signals (Vosshall et al., 1994). In glass-PER1-95~-gal,
the per promoter was replaced with the glass promoter.
Head sections were prepared from both PER1-95~-gal
and glass-PER1-9513-gal flies and stained with the anti-I~gal antibody. The results are presented in Figure 4.
PER1-951~-gal is expressed in the adult eyes, ocelli, optic lobes, and brain (Figure 4A). As previously described,
the specific pattern of PER-13-gal expression corresponds
to that observed when endogenous PER proteins are detected immunocytochemically in wild-type flies (Liu et al.,
1988, 1992; Ewer et al., 1992; Vosshall et al., 1994). Figure
4B shows that glass-PER1-95~-gal expression is observed in the retina, but is absent in the optic lobe and in
most of the brain (see below). Thus, the pattern of glassPER1-951~-gal expression closely resembles that produced by the glass-PERc transgene (see Figure 2B) as
assayed directly with antibodies to the PER protein. A useful difference is that is that glass-PER1-951~-gal is strongly
detected at all times of day, probably owing t o increased
stability of the fusion protein (cf. Monsma et al., 1988).

i

Zeitgeber Time
Figure 3. Levels of glass and per Expression in Wild-Type Flies in a
Light-Dark Cycle
(A) Total wild-type adult head RNA collected from the indicated time
points was incubated with glass and control tubulin probes and assessed by RNase protection as described in Experimental Procedures.
Animals were entrained to a 12 hr light-12 hr dark cycle (LD12:12)
and were collected in this light cycle, with ZT2 and ZT8 collected in
the light, and ZT14 and ZT20 in the dark. The bands of protected glass
RNA are indicated with closed arrows. The upper band corresponds
to exon 1 and the smaller band to exon 2. Doublet bands corresponding
to tubulin are marked with open arrows.

(B) The same preparation of head RNA used in (A) was protected with
per and tubulin probes. The fragment corresponding to per exons 1
and 2 is indicated with a closed arrow, and the two tubulin doublet
bands are marked by open arrows.
(C) Protected bands were quantitated by densitometric analysis of
scans made by a phosphorimager. Control tubulin levels were assessed in each lane from the lower doublet. Levels of per exons 1 and
2 (open squares), glass exon 1 (open diamonds), and glass exon 2
(open circles) were normalized to tubulin, per RNA shows robust oscillation, with peak accumulation at ZT14. In contrast, glass RNA does
not oscillate and is present at constitutive levels at all time points.
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Figure 4. Patternsof per and glass Expressionin the Adult Head Determinedby I~-galReporterProteins
Expressionof PER1-951~-gal(A, C, and E) and glass-PER1-95~-gal(B, D, and F) in varioustissues of the adult head.
(A) A low powerview of a frontal section shows PER1-95(3-galexpressionthroughoutthe retina(ret), optic lobe (ol), and central brain (cb).
(B) glass-PER1-951~-galexpressionis observedin the visual system. At the top of the frame, positiveocellar photoreceptorcells are visible.
(C) PER1-951~-galis expressedin the retinalphotoreceptorcells, the accessorycells that lie at the distal edgeof the eye, and cells in the lamina
and medullaof the optic lobe.
(D) gless-PER1-951~-galis found in a subset of the tissues markedby PER1-951~-gaI:the retinal photoreceptorsand the accessorycells. There
are no positivecells in the laminaand medullaof the optic lobe apposedto the eye. (E and F) Both PER1-951~-gal(E) and glass-PER1-95~-gal
(F) are expressedin the ocellar photoreceptors.These are primitivephotoreceptorslocated at the top of the head. Both frames show sections
through two of the three clusters of ocellar photoreceptors.

The pattern of glass-PER1-95~-gal transgene expression
also closely resembles that previously described for glass
(Moses and Rubin, 1991; Ellis et al., 1993).
Figure 4C shows a higher magnification view of PER19513-gal expression in all photoreceptor and accessory
cells of the adult eye. The same cells expressing glassPER1-95~-gal are shown in Figure 4D. As shown in
Figures 4E and 4F, both PER1-951~-gal and glass-PER1951~-gal are expressed in the ocelli, primitive photoreceptors located on the top of the head. PER1-951~-gal expression was visible in many cells in the lamina and medulla
of the optic lobe and in a subset of neurons and glia in the
central brain (Figures 4A and 4C). In contrast, glass-PER1951~-gal staining was never observed in the lamina and
medulla (Figures 4B and 4D). Hofbauer and Buchner
(1989) identified cells between the retina and lamina of
the optic lobes that had some properties of photoreceptor
cells. Although we do not see glass-PER 1-9513-gal staining in the lamina, we cannot rule out that this transgene
is expressed in Hofbauer-Buchner cells closely apposed

to the retina. It is notable that these cells persist in flies
made eyeless by the mutation sine oculis (Hofbauer and
Buchner, 1989). Although most glass-PER1-9513.gal expression was limited to the visual system, close examination revealed consistent expression in three groups of cells
between the optic lobe and the central brain (Figures 5A5E, arrows). These labeled cells appear to represent a
subset of the cells expressing PER1-951~-gal (see also
Figure 5, legend). Inspection of two independently generated lines expressing the glass-PER1-9513-gal transgene
indicated bilateral staining of a ventral-most group of
3-5 cells. Frontal sections of the head placed these cell
groups in the central brain close to the medulla and ventral
to the esophagus (Figures 5A-5E). The second location for
glass-PER1-95~.gal transgene expression also involved
lateral regions of the central brain adjoining the optic
lobes, but in this case at the level of the esophagus. Labeling in this region was bilateral and involved 1-2 cells (Figure 5D, open arrow). Staining of the third group of cells,
also restricted to 1-2 cells on each side of the brain, was
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Figure 5. Expressionofglass-PER1-95inthe
Central Brain
Frontal sections through glass-PER1-951~-gal
heads stained with anti-~-gal antibody reveal
positive central brain cells. The cells are located between the optic lobe and the brain and
are bilaterally symmetric. Three clusters of
stained cells have been observed: ventral (AE, closed arrows), dorsolateral (D, open arrow),
and dorsal (D and E, closed arrowheads). The
clusters correspond to a subset of positive cells
found in the brains of PER1-951~-gal transformants (see Figure 4A) (L. B. V., unpublished
data). Dorsal and dorsolateral cell clusters may
compose a subset of previously described LNs
that show PDH immunoreactivity (see text).
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Table 3. BehaviorRescueof the glass-PERcl Transgenein Mutants Lacking Retinaland OcellarPhotoreceptors
Genotype

Mean Period Length
+ SD (hr)

Penetrance
(% of rhythmic flies)

Wild type
per°
peP; PER*
per°; glass-PERcl
eyes absent (eyaph)
pet°; eye~
peP; eya~; glass-PERcl
ocel/iless (oc)
per° oc
per° oc; glass-PERcl
per° oc; eya~
per° oc; eya~ glass-PERcl

23.4 _ 0.6
Arrhythmic
26.2 ± 0.4*
27.7 + 1.2
23.5 + 0.7
Arrhythmic
28.2 + 2.0
22.7 + 0.8
Arrhythmic
28.5 + 1.8
Arrhythmic
28.9 + 1.7

49/49 (100%)
0•39 (0%)
139/169(82%)
1231177(69%)
718 (88%)
0/33 (0%)
41/61 (67%)
718 (88%)
014 (0o/o)
313 (100%)
0/19 (0o/o)
14/20 (70%)

All mutantswere entrainedand tested as describedin Figure 1. The glass-PERcl transgeneproduces behaviorrescuewith a periodof -28 hr
in both eya~ and oc mutants, which lack eyes and ocelli, respectively.The glass-PERcl transgenealso rescuescircadianrhythms, with periods
of -29 hr in flies doubly mutantfor eyap~and oc, and thus lacking both eyes and ocelli.
* Values are mean + SEM of data in Table 2.

still more dorsal, glass-PER1-951~-gal transgene expression was in this case found in lateral areas of the central
brain at the level of the calyces of the mushroom bodies
(Figures 5D and 5E, arrowheads). For each of these three
central brain locations, an estimate of the total number of
glass-PER1-95~-gal cells is given above. These estimates were derived by comparison of serial frontal sections encompassing the entire head (see Experimental
Procedures).
As discussed further below, the two smaller (and more
dorsal) glass-expressing cell clusters may correspond to
a subset of the PER-expressing LNs previously implicated
in some aspects of circadian rhythmicity (3-7 and 4-7 LNs
were previously counted in each of the two clusters on
either side of the head; Siwicki et al., 1988; Zerr et al.,
1990; Ewer et al., 1992; Frisch et al., 1994). Most of the
glass-expressing cells are, however, located in central
brain regions ventral to the LNs. To summarize, our immunocytochemical studies of the adult head show glass promoter activity in all cells composing the external photoreceptors as previously described (Moses et al., 1989;
Moses and Rubin, 1991 ; Ellis et al., 1993). glass promoter
activity was newly detected in small groups of central brain
cells.

Behavior Rescue by the glass-PERcTransgene Is
Independent of External Photoreceptors
To determine whether the rescuing activity of the glassPERc transgene derived from expression of PER protein
in the external visual system or in central brain cells, we
genetically removed the eyes and ocelli and tested for
behavior rescue. We used eyes absentP=h-d (eya~), a
highly penetrant, viable allele of eyes absent (N. Bonini,
personal communication), to remove both compound eyes
completely (Bonini et al., 1993). eyap~ leaves the ocellar
photoreceptors intact (Bonini et al., 1993). To remove
ocelli specifically, we used the oc mutation, which deletes
ocellar photoreceptors without affecting the compound
eye (Lindsley and Zimm, 1992).
The rhythm phenotypes of various combinations of mutants with the glass-PERcl transgene are listed in Table

3. Wild-type flies displayed robust 23.4 hr rhythms. The
null pep mutation caused arrhythmic behavior. As shown
earlier in this work, pep mutants carrying a wild-type per
transgene (PER*) were restored to rhythmic behavior with
an average period of 26.2 hr, while per°; glass-PERcl flies
produce rhythms with a period of 27.7 hr. Both eyap~ and
oc have wild-type rhythms in a per* background and are
arrhythmic in a pep background. Again, these data confirm
that Drosophila pacemaker cells likely lie outside of conventional photoreceptors.
We moved the glass-PERcl transgene onto an eyaph
chromosome by genetic recombination and tested circadian behavior in a pep background. These animals were
rhythmic, with periods indistinguishable from those found
with normal eyes. Therefore, the glass-PERcl transgene
rescue must derive from expression in oceUi or in the central brain. To determine whether ocellar expression of
glass-PERcl was required for behavior rescue, we analyzed the behavior of ape r° oc; glass-PERcl strain. These
also displayed rhythmicity, with the same period as animals with functional ocelli.
Since removal of eyes or ocelli did not affect behavioral
rhythmicity, expression of per in a few brain neurons
seemed the likely source of rescue activity. To test this, we
constructed pep oc; eyaph triple mutants with and without
glass-PERcl. Crosses were designed to produce equal
numbers ofper ° oc; eya p~ and pep oc; eya ~ glass-PERcl
progeny. Transgenic flies could not be identified directly
since eye color was used to mark the construct. We therefore used PCR to genotype single flies at the conclusion
of behavioral testing (see Experimental Procedures). Of 39
flies tested, 20 carried the transgene. Of these, 14 showed
robust rhythms with an average period of 28.9 hr (Table
3). All 19 pep oc; eya p~flies not carrying the transgene were
arrhythmic. Since pe r° oc; eya p~ mutants lack all external
photoreceptors, per expression in a few central brain cells
appears to be sufficient to rescue the arrhythmia of pe r°
mutants.
We also analyzed locomotor activity records from three
of the transgenic lines listed in Table 3 for evidence that
glass-PERc transformants might have been entrained to
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Figure 6. Distributionof Phasesfor FliesCarrying the PER* and glass-PERcTransgenes
in VariousMutant Backgrounds
00
•
•
All dataweretakenfromflies whoselocomotor
activityrhythmsweremeasuredfor 7 daysafter
releaseinto free run (constantdarkness)from
LD12:12. Exposureto the indicatedlight-dark
•
cycle was for 5 days prior to the free run. The
three largecircles represent24 hr clock faces.
For each clock face, lights on occurred at 0
and lightsoff at 12 duringentrainment.Closed
circles show locomotor activity of individual
flies. The positionof each closedcircle on the
clock face indicatesthe time of activityoffset
for a singlefly at the end of 7 daysof free run.
Clusteringof activityoffsets shouldoccuronly
if the flies have similar periods and were entrained to the same Zeitgeberprior to initiationof the free run (see Sehgalet al., 1992).The phaseof the populationof flies is indicatedfor each
strain by the orientationof the arrow at the center of the clock face. The lengthof the arrow reflects the degreeof synchrony in the population
and correspondsto the r value as reviewedin Sehgalet al., 1992.The r valueswere calculatedas 0.73 (A), 0.87 (B), and 0.58 (C). For (A) and
(B), the significanceof the phasewas calculatedfrom the r valuesby the Rayleightest as p < .001; (C) has a significancevalue of p < .01 (see
Sehgalet al., 1992).

A

B

C

the light-dark cycle supplied prior to the free run, Since
locomotor activity rhythms were assessed in constant
darkness (free run) following exposure to LD12:12 for several days, in Figure 6 the mean phase of locomotor activity
at the end of the free run for peP; PER +flies (A) is com pared
with those of pet°; glass-PERcl (B) and per ° oc; eya~;
glass-PERcl (C) transformants. The average phase of
locomotor activity for each strain is indicated by the direction of the arrow on the clock face. All three genotypes
showed strong phasing consistent with the original entrainment regime (Figure 6, legend). This suggests that the
circadian rhythms generated in glass-PERc transgenics
were entrained by the light-dark cycle.
Discussion
Biological clocks are acutely sensitive to the phaseresetting properties of light. In Drosophila pseudoobscura,
a 1 min pulse of light administered during the dark portion
of the cycle can reset the phase of eclosion (pupal hatching) rhythms by up to 12 hr (reviewed in Saunders, 1982;
Pittendrigh, 1960, 1967). Although Drosophila melanogaster may be less sensitive to phase-resetting light pulses,
a 15-30 min light pulse given at the appropriate point in
the cycle can alter phase by up to 4 hr (Saunders, 1982;
Dushay et al., 1990; Saunders et al., 1994; Edery et al.,
1994a; J. Price, personal communication).
What are the cellular targets of these light pulses? The
obvious input pathway for light would be photoreceptor
cells responsible for receiving visual stimuli. However, the
results of this study (see Table 1) and work by others (Engelmann and Honegger, 1966; Helfrich and Engelmann,
1983; Helfrich, 1986; Dushay et al., 1989; Wheeler et al.,
1993) suggest that conventional photoreceptors are dispensable for both entrainment and circadian function in
Drosophila. Therefore, there must be light-sensitive cells
outside of the eye capable of interpreting light-dark cues.
Pacemaker activity and photoreceptor function are
tightly linked in several multicellular organisms. In birds,
circadian rhythms are probably generated by single cells

with photoreceptor activity: dissociated pineal cells produce melatonin in culture with a circadian rhythm that can
be phase shifted by pulses of light (Deguchi, 1979; Robertson and Takahashi, 1988; Zatz et al., 1988). Recent work
has identified nonvisual opsins expressed specifically in
the pineal cells that may be associated with their circadian
function (Okano et al., 1994; Max et al., 1995). In Xenopus,
pacemaker activity has been associated with photoreceptor cells composing the retina (Cahill and Besharse, 1993).
For the mollusk Bulla, basal retinal neurons contain a circadian pacemaker expressed at the level of single cells
in culture (Michel et al., 1993), again indicating a close
relationship of circadian and photoreceptor function.
In the present study, we reasoned that a similar, tight
linkage between photoreception and clock function might
hold for Drosophila. glass is required for differentiation
of retinal and ocellar photoreceptor neurons of the adult
(Moses et al., 1989; Moses and Rubin, 1991; Ellis et al.,
1993), and we found that per, when expressed under the
control of the glass promoter, restores circadian rhythmicity to pep flies. Robust behavioral rhythms were observed, and PER protein cycling occurred with a circadian
period.
In this study we have also shown that the glass promoter
is active in small clusters of cells bilaterally represented in
the central brain of the adult, in addition to its activity in the
external photoreceptors. In earlier stages of development,
glass is expressed in the developing visual system and in
a small subset of central nervous system neurons that
may include precursors to the adult brain cells described
in this work (Moses and Rubin, 1991; Ellis et al., 1993).
Given the clear dependence of all known photoreceptor
function on glass expression, glass-producing cells in the
central brain seem likely to contribute to the light sensitivity
of visual system-deficient flies. Further support for this
suggestion is provided by our finding that per expression
limited to glass-expressing cells in the central brain seems
to be sufficient to establish entrainable circadian behavioral rhythms (see Table 3; Figure 6). Nevertheless, our
studies also establish that glass-expressing cells cannot
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uniquely provide pacemaker function when per is expressed more widely in the brain under the control of its
endogenous promoter. This conclusion follows from our
observation that per+ flies deficient for glass continue to
show circadian rhythms (see Table 1).
Relation of glass-Expressing Cells to Previously
Described LNs and PDH-Immunoreactive Cells
of the Central Brain
Ewer et al. (1992) concluded from their extensive genetic
mosaic studies that per expression in two bilaterally represented clusters of neurons, the LNs, was unlikely to be
required for circadian rhythmicity. These studies did show
that per expression in glial cells, which in the mosaics
studied occupied a region of the brain distinct from those
containing per-expressing neurons, could establish weak
behavioral rhythmicity. In light of prior work on the
arrhythmic mutation disco, which affects the presence
and location of the LNs, Ewer et al. (1992) suggested that
the role of per-expressing glia might be dependent on the
presence (and therefore some function) of LNs, regardless
of their per genotype. Accordingly, even LNs that were
genotypically per° would support behavioral rhythmicity
provided per were expressed in the glia. Interestingly, the
LNs were implicated as potential pacemaker cells by experiments of a different sort, involving expression of a promoterless per transgene in per° flies (Frisch et al., 1994).
This truncated gene, which lacks the per promoter, transcription start site, first exon, and most of the first and
largest intron, is expressed at some chromosomal locations, perhaps through acquisition of a novel promoter.
As might be expected, its pattern of expression varies in
a strain-dependent fashion. A single line was identified
that showed weak behavioral rhythmicity, while possibly
limiting PER expression to LNs. Another rhythmic line carrying the promoterless transgene at an unrelated chromosomal location produced PER in a wider variety of cell
types. These cells corresponded to a more extensive subset of cells expressing the endogenouspergene, including
the LNs (Frisch et al., 1994).
Some LNs appear to be located at positions equivalent
to cells that are immunoreactive for PDH. This PDH reactivity may be significant, as release of this hormone is
associated with migration of retinal screening pigments
during light adaptation in some Crustacea (Rao and
Riehm, 1989), and homologous peptides from several insects exhibit related activity (reviewed by Helfrich-Forster
and Homberg, 1993). There is some evidence that regeneration of PDH-expressing cells may be linked to the reestablishment of circadian rhythms in neural ablation experiments with the cockroach (Stengl and Homberg, 1992,
1994),
Helfrich-Forster (1995) has reported that PDH-expressing
neurons in Drosophila contain PER protein. Two apposed
cell clusters, including 4 PDH-immunoreactive cells each,
have been observed in lateral positions on either side of
the brain (Helfrich-Forster, 1995). Immunocytochemical
studies indicate that these PDH-expressing cells are identical to the ventral-most per-expressing LNs (HelfrichForster, 1995). Antibodies to PDH reveal neuronal pro-

cesses extending from these cells into the medulla of the
optic lobe, along the posterior optic tract (which intersects
the esophagus), and projecting dorsally to the calyces of
the mushroom bodies (Helfrich-Forster and Homberg,
1993).
Indeed, some of the glass-expressing central brain cells
identified in this study appear to correspond to a subset
of the LNs. The dorsal-most glass-expressing cells are
found in a position similar to that described for the dorsalmost per-expressing LNs (Ewer et al., 1992; HelfrichForster, 1995). Also, glass-expressing cells found at the
level of the esophagus occupy a position within the central
brain that coincides with the PDH- and PER-immunoreactive LNs (Ewer et al., 1992; Frisch et al., 1994; HelfrichForster, 1995). However, most glass-expressing central
brain cells lie well below the level of the esophagus and
near the ventral border of the central brain. It may be important that per expression in the ventral-most regions
of the central brain was shown to be sufficient for weak
pacemaker activity in prior mosaic studies (Ewer et al.,
1992). While a role for glia was originally implied by this
mapping, a more pertinent feature of this region of the
brain may be one that unites it with areas containing the
LNs--the common presence of glass-expressing cells. We
suggest that earlier mosaic and transgene studies may
have been influenced by activities emanating from the different clusters of glass-expressing cells.
While we were unable to determine whether all glassexpressing cells of the central brain contribute equally to
circadian rhythmicity, our investigations do indicate that
they share a common developmental pathway involving
function of the glass protein, and all of the identified cells
occupy closely related positions in the central brain with
respect to their proximity to the optic lobes. In future work,
expression of an alternative cytoplasmic marker under the
control of the glass promoter might be useful in determining whether ventral cells that express glass project into
areas of the brain containing the LNs or their fibers (Helfrich-Forster and Homberg, 1993).

Why Does Expression of the glass-PERc Transgene
Lead to Cycling Levels of PER Protein?
It has been demonstrated that fusion of the per promoter
to an unrelated transcription unit can confer cycling gene
expression (Hardin et al., 1992). In this paper, we expressed per under the control of a heterologous promoter,
glass. In contrast to per, cycling regulation of glass RNA
was not seen. Thus, the glass promoter may allow us to
uncouple molecular and behavioral rhythms. Surprisingly,
cycling of PER immunoreactivity continued to be observed
in photoreceptors of both transformed lines examined,
glass-PERcl and glass-PERc2. Our results demonstrate
that PER protein cycling can occur without feedback on the
per promoter. Earlier work with a promoterless transgene
suggested that per mRNA cycling can occur in the absence of the per promoter (Frisch et al., 1994). As well,
a recent study of cycling PER-I~-gal fusion proteins suggests that at least one postranscriptional control point involves temporal control of PER proteolysis (M. Dembinska, R. Stanewsky, J. Hall, and M. Rosbash, personal
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communication). In the present study, PER cycling was
observed in each of two i n d e p e n d e n t lines assayed immunocytochemically. This indicates that the regulation of cycling was d e p e n d e n t on transcriptional or posttranscriptional regulatory sequences within the transgene or encoded
PER protein.
Conclusions
Transplantation and tissue ablation studies have been
used to m a p circadian p a c e m a k e r cells to discrete areas
of the rodent and avian brains and to the retinae of Xenopus and certain mollusks. The results of the present work
indicate that expression of per in a small group of central
brain cells that also expresses glass, a g e n e essential
for known photoreceptor function, is sufficient to provide
p a c e m a k e r function in adult Drosophila.
As m e n t i o n e d earlier, strong evidence for cellular autono m y of circadian p a c e m a k e r activity has been obtained
in birds (Deguchi, 1979; Robertson and Takahashi, 1988;
Zatz et al., 1988) and particularly in the mollusk Bulla (Michel etal., 1993). Recent studies demonstrating that circadian rhythms of per transcription can be modulated by
altering the a b u n d a n c e or subcellular location of the PER
protein are consistent with c e l l - a u t o n o m o u s p a c e m a k e r
activity in Drosophila (Zeng e t a l . , 1994; Sehgal et al.,
1994; Vosshall et al., 1994). The results of the present
study and related work by Frisch et al. (1994) are more
direct, as they suggest that expression of PER in a total
of 1 0 - 2 0 cells of the central brain is sufficient to establish
robust circadian behavioral rhythms, increasing the likelihood that p a c e m a k e r activity is expressed in the Drosophila brain at the level of single cells.
Do glass-expressing cells in the central brain contribute
to the circadian rhythmicity of wild-type Drosophila? As
indicated in this study, the glass-PER transgene is expressed in a subset of t h o s e cells expressing per under
the control of its own promoter. As well, biochemical and
genetic studies of p e r have indicated likely direct interactions of the PER protein and other cellular factors, s o m e
of which are t h e m s e l v e s essential for circadian rhythmicity
(Edery et ai., 1994b; Vosshall et al., 1994). Thus, circadian
behavioral rhythms should be restored only if per expression is directed to cells expressing further molecular components of Drosophila's clock. Evidently per and these
additional factors are normally c o e x p r e s s e d in glassproducing cells. The results strongly suggest that glassexpressing cells can provide circadian p a c e m a k e r function in wild-type flies.
Experimental Procedures

glass-PERc Construct
The glass promoter was obtained by screening a Drosophila Canton-S
genomic library in Charon 4 (Maniatis et al., 1978) with the insert from
plasmid pBS6.5R (Moses et al., 1989). DNA was prepared from purified
positive phage and digested with EcoRI to release the insert. The insert
was digested with Sail and Banll, and the expected 5116 nucleotide
fragment representing upstream sequences previously shown to be
sufficient to rescue glass mutant phenotypas (Moses et al., 1989) was
blunt ligated into the Xbal site of plasmid pSL1180 (Pharmacia). Although the entire glass promoter isolated from the Maniatis genomic
library was not sequenced, the restriction map matched that reported
by Moses et al. (1989) (data not shown), and the sequence of both

ends was identical to the reported genomic sequence of glass (Moses
et al., 1989) (data not shown). The minimal region containing the regulatory and coding sequences necessary to obtain rescue of the glass
mutant phenotype extends from a Sail site designatedglass nucleotide
1 to a Sail site designated glass nucleotide 9949 by the mapping of
Moses et al. (1989). For the purposes of expressing per from the glass
promoter, we used a fragment extending from the Sail site at glass
nucleotide 1 to a position 29 nucleotidas 5'of the AUG initiation codon
for glass (Banll site at glass nucleotide 5116; Moses et al., 1989).
per genomic coding sequences and termination and polyadenylation
sequences contained in an - 8 kb XbaI-Xhol fragment were cloned
into the EcoRV site of the pSL1180 polylinker; 36 bp of the pSL1180
polylinker lie between the end of the glass promoter and the per Xbal
site at per nucleotids 2449. A 345 nucleotide portion of the first per
intron (+2270 to +2661 relative to the transcription start site) is included
in this glass-PERc construct. Fusions of per promoter sequences to
the CAT gene by Hardin et al. (1992) indicated that the minimal region
containing the promoter and upstream regulatory sequences for per
expression and oscillation is -1300 to +1 (transcription start), although
normal levels required a region from -4000 to +1. The glass-PERc
construct was excised from pSL1180 by digesting with Hpal and Apal,
blunt ending, and ligating into the Xbal site of Casper (Pirrotta et al.,
1985; Thummel et al., 1988) for P element-mediated transformation
of y w embryos. Seven independent transformed lines were generated,
and maintained and tested as heterozygotas after crossing into a y
pep w background. All per nucleotide numbers used in this study were
derived from the complete per genomic sequence (Jackson et al.,
1986; Citri et al., 1987) as corrected for Canton-S by M. K. Baylies
(personal communication).
~-gal Fusion Constructs

PERI-gSp.gal
An Xhol linker (5'-CCTCGAGG-3'; New England Biotabs) was inserted
at nucleotide 3183 after cutting a plasmid containing a per XbaI-Xmal
(per nucleotides 2449-4370) fragment with Accl and blunt ending. The
SphI-Xbal per promoter fragment was added to the above plasmid;
the entire per fragment was excised with Xhol and suboloned into the
pCaSpeR-~gal3 vector (Thummel et al., 1988) altered to create an
Xhol site in the polylinker (Vosshall, 1993). This produces a fusion
protein encoding the first 95 amino acids of PER (PER amino acid
numbering was from the Canton-S strain; Baylies et al., 1993), followed
by l~-gal. Three independent lines were generated and analyzed.

glass-PER1-95p.gal
The glass promoter was exchanged for the per promoter in the PER195~-gal construct by digesting PER1-95(~-gal with Xbel, which cuts
the DNA 5' of the per promoter at the Xbal site in the pCaSpeR-13gal3
polylinker and at per nucleotide 2449. The per promoter fragment,
extending from the Xhol site to the Xbal site at per nucleotide 2449, was
removed. The glass promoter fragment was excised from pSL1180 by
digesting with Hpal and Bglll and blunt end ligated into the plasmid
described above. Four independent transformed lines were generated
and analyzed.
Germline Trsnsformstlon
Germline transformation of Drosophila was carried out essentially as
described (Rubin and Spradling, 1982; Spradling, 1986) Using 400 lig/
ml cesium-banded construct DNA and 100 p.g/mlwings clipped helper
DNA (Karess and Rubin, 1984). Constructs were injected into a y w
strain. Multiple independent transformed lines were generated, crossed
into an arrhythmic y pep w background, and maintained and tested
as heterozygotes.
RNase Protection A m y s
RNA was prepared by a modification (Puissant and Houdebine, 1990)
of the method of Chomczynski and Sacchi (1987) from mass-isolated
adult fly heads. For each assay, 40 p.g of total RNA was used. The
reference probe was Drosophila tubulin. A genomic 1.4 kb Xhol fragment (glass nucleotides 3949-5344; Moses et al., 1989) was used to
generate an RNA probe that protects glass exon 1 (nucleotidas 41894410; 221 bp fragment) and exon 2 (nucleotides 5057-5193; 136 bp
fragment), per RNA was detected with an EcoRI-Pstl probe from the
per cDNA that protects a 340 bp fragment consisting of 198 bp of
exon 1 (nucleotidas 301-499) and a 142 bp fragment from exon 2
(nucleotides 2794-2936). Radioactive RNA probes were synthesized
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using SP6, T3, or T7 RNA polymerase following the recommendations
of the manufacturer (Promega). Reference tubulin probes used 10-fold
less [~ZP]rUTP than experimental probes. Probes were annealed to
RNA for 16 hr at 45°C and processed thereafter according to standard
procedures (Sambrook et al., 1989). Protected fragments were separated on a sequencing gel and exposed to X-ray film and, subsequently, to phosphorimager screens. Quantification was by phosphorimager analysis (Molecular Dynamics).
Immunocytochemlstry
Adult fly heads were prepared for sectioning by anesthetizing flies with
diethyl ether. Heads were removed with razor blades and embedded in
TissueTek OCT Compound (Miles Inc., Diagnostic Division). Frozen
sections (14 rim) were cut and collected on silanized slides (Vectabond
Reagent; Vector Labs). Sections were fixed immediately in 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 15 min, washed in PBS, and permeabilized
with PBS and 0.1% Triton X-100. Blocking solution containing 0.1%
Triton X-100 and 10%oheat-inactivated normal goat serum in PBS was
applied to the sections for 30 min. The sections were incubated with
primary antibody diluted in blocking solution for 16 hr at room temperatura. Antibody staining was continued as described (Vosshall et al.,
1994) by incubating sections with biotin-conjugated goat anti-rabbit
IgG, followed by Vectastain ABC kit (Vector Labs) incubation using
the horseradish peroxidase substrate 3',3'-diaminobenzidine (Polysciences). Diaminobenzidine staining was for 10 min in 0.2 mg/ml diaminobenzidine, 0.024% hydrogen peroxide. Sections were mounted with
Aquamount (Lerner Laboratories). Anti-I~-gal polyclonal antibody (Cappel/Organon Technika) was preabsorbed with fly acetone powder and
used at a final dilution of 1:1000. Polyclonal anti-PER antiserum (kindly
provided by L. Saez) was generated in rabbits against full-length PER
protein as described (Saez and Young, 1988; Vosshall et al., 1994).
This antiserum was preabsorbed against a lysate prepared from ype~
w heads and used at a final dilution of 1:30.

Locomotor Assays
Locomotor behavior was tested as described (Sehgal et al., 1994).
Animals were entrained for at least 5 days to LD12:12 at 25°C, and
locomotor activity was monitored for at least 7 days in constant darkness. Period length was analyzed as described (Sehgal et al., 1994)
using ~ periodogram analysis (Sokolove and Bushell, 1978) (software
obtained from Mini-Mitter). The phase of each fly's activity rhythm in
Figure 6 was taken as the time of activity offset at the end of day 7
in constant darkness. Degree of synchrony and strength of phasing
were calculated as described (Sehgal et al., 1992) (see also Figure
6, legend).
Fly Stocks
Flies were raised on cornmeal-yeast-agar medium supplemented
with Tegosept to retard mold growth at 25°C. The glass-PERcl P
element (second chromosome insertion) was recombined onto the
eya p~ chromosome using a w; eyamlCyO strain kindly provided by
Nancy Bonini. To generate eye ph(eyeless), oc, pe r° triple mutants carrying the glass-PERcl P element, the following cross was designed:
y per ~wocly per° w; eyaphleyephfemales x y per~ w oc/Y; eyaphglassPERcllCyO males. Locomotor behavior was monitored for y per° w
oc; eya~ male progeny for 7 days, after which genomic DNA was
prepared from individual flies. Triple mutants were genotyped using
PCR with a forward glass primer (LV81: CAAGATGAAGCGTAGGAAAAGCAG; glass genomic sequence nucleotides 5073-5096) and
a reverseper primer (LV82: TTCGAGGAGA'I-rCCGTGACTA CTG; per
genomic sequence nucleotides 2665-2642) to yield a 316 bp product
specific for the glass-PERc transgene. Each experiment included an
internal positive control 393 bp fragment amplified from per exon 8
(LV22: GAGCAAGATCATGGAGCACC forward; per genomic sequence nucleotides 6641-6860; LV24: GCTTGGCTTGAGATCTACAT
reverse; per genomic sequence nucleotides 7234-7215). Fly stocks
were obtained from the following investigators: S. E. Celniker and
E. M. Meyerowitz (Mc); R. Mestel and S. L. Zipursky (chp alleles);
S. Britt and C. S. Zuker (eyal); N. Bonini and S. Benzer (eya~); K.-F.
Fischbach (mud); W. S. Stark (rdo and none); R. Buchanan and
S. Benzer (drd); K. Moses and G. M. Rubin (gl alleles); and Kathy
Matthews of the Indiana University Drosophila stock center (all other
stocks).
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Note Added in Proof

The data referred to throughout as Price et al., submitted, are now in
press: Price, J., Dembinska, M., Young, M., and Rosbash, M (1995).
EMBO J., in press.

